
A i o n y
“I think there is beauty in everything. What ‘normal’ people would perceive as ugly, I 

can usually see something of beauty in it.”



Accurate Solutions For 
Accurate Investments

NTS Consultancy, adopts the principle of developing the accurate 
solutions for the accurate investments, was founded in 2007 by 
Behiye SAVAŞKAN for offering management and consultancy 
services for Shopping Mall and real estate investment & national 
and international project development in retail sector, research 
and reporting, land transactions, acquisitions and disposals, 
feasibility analysis, concept creation and development, concept 
development, leasing and renting, marketing, management and 
management consultancy services. 

By interpreting regional, national and International trends in the 
most accurate way, NTS Consulting applies such information into 
the projects with experienced staff of value creation experts. Our 
company offers services which respect commercial ethics cover 
but not limited to Shopping Mall investment & development and 
from project management to supply & demand analysis, from 
investment opportunities  to market research for the customers 
in the retail sector.

By focusing on customer demands and objectives, our services 
provide added value to the current and future sustainability of 
the retail sector through an innovative and responsible approach.



Sustainability

We plan to meet all aspects of the commercial relations between investors and

brands, covering social & economic and managerial risks, in the long term.

Customer Orientation

With our management and leasing 

experiences, we are offering 

specific solutions as per demands 

and expectations of investors and 

brands by taking into consideration 

local conditions as well. 

High Added Value

We improve your situation in the 

current conditions with our 

experienced staff to assist you to 

reach beyond your goals, enabling 

you to make your decisions more 

accurate in line with the confidence 

given by our experience in 

management and leasing 

processes.



Services

Project Development & 
Services

Mall Management & 
Management Consultancy

Tenant Rep &
Cross Border

Shopping Mall Leasing

Shopping Mall
Development



Shopping Mall Leasing

- Preparation of rental scenarios suitable for location

- Identification of target brands

- Brand mix analysis and optimization

- Determination of areas of brands suitable for the project

- Preparing lease agreements, technical specifications and

technical & decoration manuals for each retail sector

- Tenant positioning in the floor plans

- Analysis of kiosk and stand needs in the mall

- Contract management

- Re-lease planning



Kiralama

HiZMETLERiMiZ

- Preparation of Shopping center managerial organization chart and
recruiting management team

- Identification of advertising and PR agencies

- Coordination of shopping center concept, brand and Corporate Identity 
documents with agencies

- Identification and management of cleaning, safety, technical and
relevant subcontractors.

- Preparation of annual marketing plan, promotion and PR strategies for
increasing the turnover of the tenants and the footfall.

- Ensuring the preparation and implementation of annual budget

- Conducting a detailed budget analysis and reporting to the investor on 
a monthly basis

- Evaluating of the expansion and renovation potential of the mall in due
course

Shopping Mall Management

- Follow-up and realization of new rental activities due
to store and tenant changes during the operation

- Tracking rent payments and reporting to the investor
on a monthly basis

- Control, reporting and billing of common area and
other payments. 

- Preparation of Operating Manuals.



Regional feasibility and Research
- Compiling catchment analysis
- Socio-economic evaluation of the region
- Evaluating retail attraction zones in the close vicinity.
- General evaluation of shopping mall and retail sector
- Evaluation for project coverage, target audience, 
competition and SWOT analysis

Shopping Mall Development

Project Development
- Determination of the concept and general structure of the
shopping center according to the needs and characteristics
of the region and location
- Defining store areas in general terms by detecting open
and closed areas according to the needs of the retail sector
- Development of street shopping mall concept
- Preparation of of ROI analysis according to the leasable, 
concept and brand mix
- Identification of national and international potential
tenants in accordance with the settled concept of the
shopping center and preparation of a brand mix
- Reporting of developments to the investor on a weekly
basis and organizing meetings
- Preparation of lease contract management
- Providing legal advice on lease agreements
- Preparation of technical specification and decoration
manuals
- Preperation of a re-leasing plan

Financial Feasibility
- Preparation of budget.
- Preparation and controlling the valuation report.
- Preparation of ROI feasibility according to investment
concept
- Providing purchasing consulting services

Marketing
- Preparation of shopping Mall  presentation file
- Marketing of the shopping mall to retail market



Tenant Rep & 

Cross Border 

- Detailed location analysis, along with catchment and 
cannibalization reports
- Proposing store alternatives for new store locations and 
relocation
- Preliminary and ongoing contract negotiations during the 
lease period
- Proposing alternatives for the re-sizing and expansion of 
store area
- Negotiations with alternative brands and landlordsfor
sub-leasing
- Rent negotiations in accordance with current market 
conditions
- Proposing transfer alternatives for inefficient stores
- Contract negotiations with shopping malls and high street 
stores
- Store expansion consultancy in main high streets and 
shopping malls



- Project Management

- Constructional Consultancy

- Architectural Design

- Fit-out Consulting

- Fit-out Works

- Furniture Solutions

- Cost & Unit Price Consultancy

- Mechanical and Electrical Consultancy

Project Development & Services



OUR PROJECTS



Adana - CADDE ÇOMU

Adana - TEKNO GLOBAL

Ankara - POLATLI KARTALTEPE SHOPPING MALL

Antalya - MANAVGAT CITY

Artvin - ARTRIUM SHOPPING MALL

Bayburt - 1071 BAYBURT

Bilecik - BİLECİK CADDE

Bodrum - YALIKAVAK PARK

Cizre - CİZRE PARK SHOPPING MALL

Diyarbakır - NCITY SHOPPING MALL

Elazığ - MISLAND SHOPPING MALL

Foça - KASABA SHOPPING MALL

Giresun - G CİTY SHOPPING MALL

İstanbul - ASTORIA SHOPPING MALL

İstanbul - DENGE TOWERS

İstanbul - ESPRİ OUTLET CENTER

İstanbul - TERASIUM SHOPPING MALL

İstanbul - NİDYA CENTER

İstanbul - PARK VEMA

Karabük - KARES SHOPPING MALL & OUTLET CENTER

Kayseri - BYZ GARAGE SHOPPING MALL

Kayseri - TALAS ATA CORNER

Kırıkkale - ALTUNBİLEKLER SHOPPING MALL

Lüleburgaz - ATA CORNER

Mardin - SAFİRMALL

Mersin - CADDE ÖZDİKER

Nevşehir - ATA GYO NEVŞEHİR

Ordu - FATSA CITY SHOPPING MALL

Ordu - MİGROS SHOPPING MALL

Sapanca - NG BEDESTEN SHOPPING MALL

Siirt - ANDERA PARK SHOPPING MALL

Silopi - MRD CADDE

Tavşanlı - SULTAN SHOPPING MALL

Tekirdağ - ATA CORNER

Tekirdağ - KAPAKLI KREMPARK SHOPPING MALL

Turgutlu - PEKDEMİR TURGUTLU SHOPPING MALL

Yalova - YALOVA STAR SHOPPING MALL



www.nts-avm.com Behiye SAVAŞKAN     0533 490 13 90     behiye@nts-avm.com

/ ntsdanismanlik


